THE PORT OF SCANDINAVIA

The Port of Scandinavia

LOGENT PORTS AND TERMINAL
Logent Ports & Terminals Gothenburg is Sweden’s largest
export terminal for vehicles with frequent connections to many
ports in Nothern Europe. In addition to transhipment, the terminal
area also offers parking, storage and PDI services. PDI service
entails adapting car models to the specifications stipulated in
different countries.

GOTHENBURG RORO TERMINAL
Gothenburg Roro Terminal is a vital link in the Swedish export
and import chain. All types of rolling goods in units are loaded and
unloaded here. In addition to trailers, the terminal also handles
cars and containers. Vessels to and from Belgium, the UK and
Finland regularly make around 25 calls a week at this terminal.
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Senior Manager Market Development
Jacob Minnhagen
Telephone: +46 733 22 60 87
jacob.minnhagen@portgot.se
Senior Manager Business Development
Stig-Göran Thorén
Telephone: +46 707 79 35 00
stig-goran.thoren@portgot.se
Vice President Sales and Marketing
Claes Sundmark
Telephone: +46 706 32 11 64
claes.sundmark@portgot.se

APM TERMINAL
APM Terminals Gothenburg is the largest container terminal in the
Nordic region, a hub for Swedish foreign trade. Around 60 percent
of all containers to and from Sweden are handled here. The daily
rail shuttles mean that vast quantities of goods can be efficiently
transported to and from the port, effectively covering the Swedish
and Norwegian hinterland.

From Stena Line’s Germany terminal daily ropax-vessels departure
to Kiel. Then it’s easy to access larger parts of Germany and the
Netherlands. The vessels that call at the terminal are among
the largest ropax-vessels in the world. From Stena Line’s Denmark
terminal there are several daily ropax-departures to Frederikshavn.
During high season there are up to six departures every day.
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The Port of Gothenburg is the largest port in Scandinavia and the
natural freight hub for northern Europe. Its geographic location is
excellent for reaching the whole of the Baltic region including Russia,
all parts of Scandinavia as well as the North Sea/Atlantic. 70 percent
of the Nordic region’s industry and population are located within
a 500-kilometre radius, as well as the capital cities of Stockholm,
Oslo and Copenhagen. With our range of routes throughout Europe
and the world and high frequency of departures to many destinations,
we play a key role in the logistics chain and create competitive
transport solutions in close cooperation with our customers.
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Frequent departures to all of Europe
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The Port of Gothenburg is a vital link in the Swedish export and import chain.
Here unitised cargo of every kind are loaded and unloaded. Ro-ro freight rose
for the third year in succession, in 2017 593,000 ro-ro units were handled by four
terminals in the port: Gothenburg Roro Terminal, Logent Ports and Terminals and
Stena Line’s two terminals. Vessels to and from Belgium, Denmark, the UK,
Germany and Finland regularly call at the port.
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Transhipment to the rest of the world
Situated in the Port of Gothenburg is also APM Terminals Gothenburg – the largest
container terminal in the Nordic region. APM Terminals Gothenburg has an extensive
range of routes with direct calls to and from many destinations in the rest of Europe.
The terminal also have direct calls from Asia and North America every week.
The Port of Gothenburg is the only port in Sweden that has the capacity to receive
and handle the world’s largest oceangoing container vessels.

“There’s no doubt that
the Port of Gothenburg
lives up to its reputation
as A No-Limits Port”
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Every day 70 trains arrive to and depart from the Port of Gothenburg. 25 of these
are part of the intermodal system RAILPORT Scandinavia. It is an extensive rail
shuttle system involving a large number of freight terminals in Sweden and Norway.
These rail shuttles allow large volumes of cargo to reach the ports customers
quickly and efficiently. At present, there are 25 daily rail shuttles between the
Port of Gothenburg and destinations in Sweden and Norway.
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POLAND
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Ro-ro – 593,000 units
Vehicles – 295,000
Containers – 644,000 TEU
Passengers – 1.7 million
Energy products – 23.5 million tonnes
Freight – 40.8 million tonnes
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NETHERLANDS

Tilbury
London

Rotterdam
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Antwerp
Ghent

BELGIUM
In addition, there is also short-sea liner service to Portugal.

GERMANY

CLdN, DFDS, EML, COSCO, Hapag-Lloyd,
ONE, MSC, Seago Line, Stena Line, SOL,
Unifeeder and X-press Feeders.
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Several cross-docking facilities
Two independent fairways
11–15 metres water depth
90 minutes from open sea to berth
24/7 service
Super-post Panamax cranes
On-dock rail terminal
Great potential for expansion
No ice, no tide

